
This Agreement (hereinafter “Twinning”) is entered into this 15 day of March 2014 (“Effective Date”) by 
and between: 
 

ASD (Associazione Sportiva Dilettantistica) OSTIASCACCHI,  located in Rome (Via Galli 
della Mantica, 44 – 00122 Roma), and officially registered with ID  (Codice Fiscale) 
97762670582, (hereinafter referred to as “OSTIASCACCHI-ROMA”); 

 
AND 

 
Club 64 Villalba, located in Madrid (Calle Real 24 (Bajos del Pontón) - 28400 Collado Villalba - 
Madrid) and officially registered with ID ( NIF) G-85706356 (hereinafter referred to as “CLUB 64 
VILLALBA (MADRID). 

 
 
WHEREAS,  both OSTIASCACCHI-ROMA and CLUB 64 VILLALBA (MADRID) have in their target and 
ambition the development of Chess in local environment, with special focus over young generation; 
 
WHEREAS, both OSTIASCACCHI-ROMA and CLUB 64 VILLALBA (MADRID) are entities following their 
activities with Integrity, Respect and full awareness of the “Social responsibility” of their activities; 
 
WHEREAS, both OSTIASCACCHI-ROMA and CLUB 64 VILLALBA (MADRID) are entities open in 
sharing ideas, initiatives, plans with the final objective to provide the maximum level of experience and 
support to their respective club members. 

 
The Parties agree as follows:  
 

OVERVIEW 
 
OSTIASCACCHI - ROMA and CLUB 64 VILLALBA (MADRID) agree to initiate a relation of Twinning 
(“Gemellaggio” / “Hermanamiento”), in order to share each other experience and favorite the exchange of 
members for specific period of times, organize common events, all around “chess world”. 
 
 

TWINNING AGREEMENT 
 
OSTIASCACCHI - ROMA and CLUB 64 VILLALBA (MADRID) agree on implementing the following 
activities, sharing the organization with equal responsibilities and allocating costs per-quota on a case-by-
case basis: 
 

- Hosting the members, specifically the Under16 and generally speaking the Juniores players, in 
each other club, organizing activities, trainings, tournaments with local members of the same age; 
 

o Each club will favorite, through its own local ecosystem, accommodation and facilities. 
The approach has to be the “good father”, where the club hosting each other Juniores 
players will do the best to organize a friendship, secure, safe environment. 

 
- Joint activities to run tournament via Internet, in what’s called “friendship competition” 

environment. 
 

- Any other cultural activity, as for chess world, to favoring the growth and enriching experiences of 
each other club members. 
 

- Collaboration in organizing international meeting, as for Juniores players, making the best to find 
sponsorships, participators,  to minimize the cost in the interest of each other club members. 

 
 



 


